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“Memory is the material of my work.” – Aida Mahmudova often applied 
this brief but very precise analysis on her own art pieces. Actually, we can 
understand several crucial aspects of her artistic departure point through 
this statement. On the one hand the poetic sentence describes her source 
of inspiration, and the aims she is striving for while creating, i.e. the 
constant desire of remembering and the investigation of her personal 
and cultural identity through the artistic process connected to this very 
memory. On the other hand, it leads us to the discovery that the creating 
process and the works themselves too are associated with three aspects: 
besides memory, observation and imagination are also integral parts in 
her practice. However, if we take a closer look at these aspects, we realise 
that there are different temporal perspectives that we can trace here: 
through the present observation she recalls the past – as it has survived 
in and through her memory – and imagines the future. Aida Mahmudova 
thus analyses all these three temporal layers incorporated in her paintings 
that are at first sight landscapes, cityscapes and seascapes, but then they 
soon turn to be pictorial investigations of the (workings of) memory 
itself. In this way, the fragile present condition will serve as a tool of both 
documenting and foreseeing the artist’s beloved context.
 The works are personal interpretations of the contemplated 
natural and built surroundings of the artist’s home, especially Baku, 
the fascinating capital of Azerbaijan, as well as the Caspian Sea and the 
Absheron Peninsula. She zealously keeps on investigating the genuine 
heritage of the city and its neighbourhood, often concentrating on those 
parts that are quickly getting dwarfed by the recent architectural boom 
of Azerbaijan: the traditional buildings and vernacular architecture that 
she can still find – who knows how long, though – in the periphery of the 

modern town, just like the authentic natural scenery and the enthralling 
seasides. This aforementioned “personal interpretation” of the landscape 
means not only special viewpoints and sometimes peculiar choice of 
themes but also curious accents on aspects and motives to indicate their 
being essential for the artist. Thus, these works are not the results of an 
“objective view” – nota bene, landscape painting or even cityscapes were 
never about the “exact” rendering of a place: throughout the history of 
modern painting artists inevitably added something to this rendering 
of the spot. Even in those periods and genres, for example in the 18th 
century vedute, where many artists were striving for perfect, exact and 
objective depiction, the final result was a subjective view – fortunately, we 
can add. In fact, this “subjectivity” of the landscape and cityscape is exactly 
that we appreciate the most in the history of these genres, we can quote 
an endless list from Claude Lorrain and Salvator Rosa through Canaletto 
and Caspar David Friedrich until even Piet Mondrian and Anselm Kiefer 
to illustrate how the same subject – the natural and built scenery – can 
inspire artists to create pictures in a wide diversity of style, approach 
and emphasis. In a similar way as the traditional representatives, Aida 
Mahmudova also depicts not only what she sees, but also how she sees, 
how she remembers and how she foresees the fate of the visual elements 

she had collected during the 
periods of profound reflection 
and contemplation of her 
admired home.
 The layered title of 
the current exhibition also 
refers to the various temporal 
perspectives embedded in 
Aida Mahmudova’s works, as 

well as to the observation and creating process of the artist: “Passing By…” 
might indicate how visitors of these sites and sights pass by to discover 
their hidden beauty. But not only: it can also refer to Time itself passing 
by and leaving its signs on the buildings, in the “form” – or, actually, we 
should rather say: in the deforming way – of crumbling, decay or traces 
of weathering. Thus, through the work of Time both natural and artificial 
elements “pass by”, they get altered and constantly fade away, until the 
point when they live only in our memories. And not lastly, “Passing By…” 

The neighbours, 2015
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also alludes to the artist herself, who depicts those surroundings that she 
regularly passes during her daily commuting routine from her home in 
the outskirts of Baku to downtown.
 What makes Aida Mahmudova’s work of special interest 
however is that she does not stop at this point of simply representing 
her context filtered through her remembering, but shows that even 
our memory is not stable at all. Not only because we forget things, but 
especially because the weight and order of importance of the elements 
in our memory can change, just like the physical objects themselves. 
What we found significant and pivotal to remember might “pass by…” 
to give its place to previously unnoticed elements we find noteworthy 
now. To illustrate this phenomenon, it is enough to think about how we 
can appreciate even the beauty of the mundane from a long distance, 
let it be physical or temporal distance, not (only) the special moments 
or renowned monuments. We are often more bound to the ordinary 
rather than to the extraordinary: we remember for example our favourite 
cities not by its impressive buildings and must-see sights, but also by 
the anonymous little streets and seemingly insignificant locations, 
places that others might find “boring” as a location, unless we share 
similar memories… Therefore the analysis of the reasons of this different 
highlights and emphases might help in understanding ourselves better 
while questioning: why is this aspect more gripping for me now? Aida 
Mahmudova shows us through her personal experience how memory 
and the examination of its functioning influences our identity, self-
positioning and self-understanding.
 How does all this affect the appearance of the images? Actually, 
the style and technique that the artist had developed in the recent 
years are largely contributing in rendering her considerations in an 
aesthetically pleasing work of art. Already in her previous pictures – even 
if they were of smaller scale – she departed from a concrete view, but let 
her affection, emotions and feelings towards the location reorganise and 
overwrite the vision, as well as to highlight certain elements, again, even 
if these elements might seem insignificant. This continues in the new 
series too. Just to quote an appealing example: the light-handed quick 
touch to indicate the drying clothes hanging in the balcony in the image 
titled “The neighbours”. In her works, also the consistency of the paint is 
thrillingly various: in some cases so liquid that it drips through the whole 

height of the large-scale canvas, while in other cases the impasto is so 
thick that almost brings the painting on the edge of becoming a low relief 
– no wonder that sometimes she opens her paintings towards the third 
dimension by adding physical elements, thus letting the work become an 
installation. This significant difference between the layers is possible only 

through a dedicated, 
careful and conscious 
working method – the 
same qualities we can 
trace when observing 
the compositional order 
and delicate palette of 
the paintings. As the 
artist formulated it in an 

earlier statement: “Our physical world is shifting at a pace so rapid that 
our memories are frequently blurred, and our remembered past is often 
forgotten or altered by our subconscious.” Actually, Aida Mahmudova is 
right in examining the role of this subconscious only when remembering, 
but not asking its help while creating. Her painting is not automatic or 
incautiously and unconsciously instinctive, just the contrary: she carefully 
and meticulously builds up the picture, weights the elements, plans the 
composition, studies the impasto and not lastly knows when to stop.
 One of the purest and most condensed paintings in the 
exhibition bears the title “Somewhere in between” – actually this is valid not 
only to the image and its subject-matter, but can also be a nice metaphor 
of our life, that is in great part constituted through our memories: we 
are always in between something that has passed and what we try to 
remember and something yet to come that we try to foresee, however, we 
often fail in both attempts. Aida Mahmudova’s intention in and through 
her creation is not solely pointed towards the final result of the artistic 
process, i.e. the picture itself, but is also a defence and consolidation of 
her identity through the artistic elaboration of memory.

D R .  Z O L T Á N  S O M H E G Y I
Art historian

Somewhere in between, 2015



Mulberry, 2015
Mixed media on canvas
65 x 82.7 in  / 165 x 210 cm
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Mulberry, 2015 (detail)
Mixed media on canvas
65 x 82.7 in  / 165 x 210 cm
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Somewhere we don’t belong, 2015
Mixed media on canvas
78.75 x 49 in  /  200 x 125 cm (diptych)
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Somewhere we don’t belong, 2015 (detail)
Mixed media on canvas
78.75 x 49 in  /  200 x 125 cm (diptych)
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On my way home, 2015 
Mixed media on canvas
106.3 x 202.75 in  /  270 x 515 cm
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On my way home, 2015 (detail) 
Mixed media on canvas
106.3 x 202.75 in  /  270 x 515 cm
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Rambling vine, 2015
Mixed media on canvas
69 x 82.7 in  /  175 x 210 cm
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Rambling vine, 2015 (detail)
Mixed media on canvas
69 x 82.7 in  /  175 x 210 cm
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The neighbors, 2015
Mixed media on canvas
78.7 x 118 in  /  200 x 300 cm
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The neighbors, 2015 (detail)
Mixed media on canvas
78.7 x 118 in  /  200 x 300 cm
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Fountain, 2015
Mixed media on canvas
112.2 x 115.5 in  /  285 x 395 cm
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Fountain, 2015 (detail)
Mixed media on canvas
112.2 x 115.5 in  /  285 x 395 cm
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Somewhere in between, 2015
Mixed media on canvas
98.4 x 59 in  /  250 x 150 cm
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